T
Where Are Trucks?

Dump Truck

Tune: Where is Thumbkin?

Bumpity-bumpity goes the dump truck
Bumpity-bumpity goes the dump truck
Bumpity-bumpity goes the dump truck
Duuump out the load!

Where is pick-up truck? Where is pick-up truck?
Here I am. Here I am.
How are you today, sir? Very well, I thank you.
Drive away. Drive away.
(Tow truck, dump truck, moving truck, firetruck)

Old MacDonald Had a Truck
Old MacDonald had a truck e-i-e-i-o
And on his truck there were some wheels, e-i-e-i-o
With a spin, spin here and a spin, spin there
Here a spin, there spin, everywhere a spin, spin
Old MacDonald had a truck e-i-e-i-o.

Drive the Fire Truck

...wipers/swish, horn/beeps, etc.

Hurry, hurry, drive the fire truck.
Hurry, hurry, drive the fire truck.
Hurry, hurry, drive the fire truck.
Ding, ding, ding, ding, ding!
Hurry, hurry, turn the corner…
Hurry, hurry, climb the ladder…
Hurry, hurry, squirt the water…
Slowly, slowly, back to the station…
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Let's Make Tacos
LET'S MAKE SOME TACOS...!
FIRST EVERYBODY WASH YOUR HANDS...
HERE WE GO!
Chop the tomatoes:
chop, chop, chop!
Moosh the avocado:
moosh, moosh, moosh!
Mince the cilantro:
mince mince, mince!
Squeeze some lime juice:
squeeze, squeeze, squeeze!
Shake the salt:
shake, shake, shake!
Rip the lettuce:
rip, rip, rip!
Sprinkle the cheese:
sprinkle, sprinkle, sprinkle!
Now it's time to eat our tacos! Yum, yum, yum!

Five Little Tacos
Five little tacos, fresh at the store.
__________ came and ate one,
then there were four.
Four little tacos, as crunchy as can
be.
____________ came and ate one,
then there were three.
Three little tacos, enjoying the view.
____________ came and ate one,
then there were two.
Two little tacos, looking for some
fun.
_______________ came and ate
one, and then there was one.
One little taco, and our rhyme is
almost done.
Because ______________ came
and ate one, and then there were
none.

Tacos For The Dragon Party
Tune: Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush
This is the way we make the tacos, make the tacos, make the tacos
This is the way we make the tacos, for the dragon party.
First we need a crunchy shell, a crunchy shell, a crunchy shell.
First we need a crunchy shell, for the dragon party.
Next we add the meat and cheese, meat and cheese, meat and cheese.
Next we add the meat and cheese, for the dragon party.
Add some lettuce and tomatoes, and tomatoes, and tomatoes
Add some lettuce and tomatoes, for the dragon party.
Make sure you leave the salsa off, the salsa off, the salsa off.
Make sure you leave the salsa off, for the dragon party.

